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Why Mental Health and Why Now? 

Today in Alberta 38% of the population lives outside the seven largest urban centers.  The Government of Alberta 
has recognized that providing mental health services to rural and remote areas is a challenge due to barriers such as 
people’s reluctance to reach out for help, lack of availability and/or access to existing formal mental health 
resources (Government of Alberta: Valuing Mental Health, 2015 cited in Rural Mental Health Project, Canadian 
Mental Health Association Alberta Division, 2018). 

The Rural Mental Health Conference, first held in 2018, aims to raise the profile and awareness of rural mental 
health needs and allows participants to form relationships with other communities to advance the practice; share 
ideas/practices and build capacities of rural service providers; celebrate programs being implemented in rural areas; 
and bring delegates from across the province to showcase local programs and facilities. 

Social Services practitioners, caregivers, individuals and organizations need access to programs, resources, ideas and 
networks in order to be successful in small, rural locations. Due to the unique challenges faced by rural communities,  
there needs to be exceptional solutions put in place to address the needs of rural Albertans. This Conference will 
provide those implementable programs and resources while building the capacity of participants. 

Registration for the 2020 Rural Mental Health Conference is now open. 

Explore the exciting speakers and topics featured at the #RMHConf2020. The Conference will be held at the Heritage Inn 
and Convention Centre in Brooks, AB from April 29th until May 1st.  

Early Bird pricing of $225/delegate frun from February 1st until February 29th. 

Regular Delegate registration, with a fee of $275/delegate, will be available until April 17th.  Student registration, with a 
fee of $150, is available to people currently registered in a recognized post-secondary institution. 

Visit the Conference website at www.rmhconference.ca to register and learn more. 
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Participants of the 2018 Conference were asked if they left the Conference with at least one thing 

they can implement in their practice/community/organization. Over 91% responded yes, 

indicating that the Conference is of high value to participants. 

Giving small communities the resources they require  

http://www.rmhconference.ca


We’re back for our second and final rural mental health conference. Yes, final.  We feel it’s 
time to pass the torch onto another rural community/region to address the unique 
challenges and unique solutions existing elsewhere in the Province. Meanwhile, in true 
finale fashion, we have organized a great line-up of speakers with the idea of offering 
something for everyone.   

In between our amazing keynote speakers we have an equally wide range of speakers 
looking at ways communities, individuals, and organizations are taking action to improve 
the mental well-being of citizens living in rural areas. A couple of people on seeing our 
program have remarked “I don’t know which session to choose”.  I say thanks for the 
compliment and bring a friend as a way to broaden your knowledge and theirs too. 

Finally thanks to all our speakers and sponsors for their amazing generosity of time and 
spirit and financial support in helping make this event possible. 

Looking forward to seeing you soon, 

Roberta Rogers, M.Ed., RSW, CCAC 
Brooks Rural Mental Health Conference Chair 

12:00 pm Registration Desk Opens 

 Pick up your delegate package, get the lay of the land, download the conference app, and enjoy a 

light lunch. 

12:45 pm Opening Remarks 

Welcome from Roberta Rogers, Chair of the Conference Planning Committee. 

1:00 pm  Séan McCann 

One Good Reason: A Story of Addiction, Recovery, Music and Love 

When I was 16 years old I was sexually assaulted by my priest. I spent the next 35 
years drinking heavily to numb my pain and avoid facing my truth. Twenty of those 
years were spent touring with the iconic Canadian party band Great Big Sea but over 
time I learned that no amount of fame or success could fix what was broken inside. I 
was living with a secret and hiding in plain sight. On November 9th, 2011 I put down 
the bottle and made a commitment to help my self. Music has been my medicine in 
recovery, helping me communicate and find clarity even in the most difficult 
moments. Now I share that medicine and message of hope with others through 
story and song. 

About Séan: 
As a founding member of renowned Newfoundland band Great Big Sea, Séan 
McCann has sold over 2 million albums and travelled the world making every night 
of the week a Saturday night. His new path now finds him connecting with people 
face to face by using his music as medicine as he continues his journey as a singer, 
songwriter, and now an acclaimed speaker and mental health and recovery 
advocate with a simple message: Sing. Share. Survive.  
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2:30 pm  Refreshment Break 

Enjoy coffee, tea, light snacks, and take the opportunity to network with your peers. 

4:15 pm  Wrap Up - Day 1 

7:00 pm  Community Performance by Séan McCann 
Séan will be performing in a community concert at the Heritage Inn. Tickets are available for $30 at 

Brooks City Hall, Newfie Mini Mart and Eventbrite. 

A1 “Picture a Farmer” 
Picture a Farmer will present a documentary film of the same name produced and directed by an Alberta film maker, Kelsey Van 
Moorsel.  Women have always been a critical part of farm life, yet they are often not seen as Farmers. Picture a Farmer follows 
three women in Alberta who are taking ownership of the title Farmer.  In doing so they are challenging the conventional 
perceptions of women’s roles on the farm. 

Discussion about the challenges experienced and ways of coping with the stresses of farming will follow the film. 

Presenters: 

Sue Holmes Manyluk has been a 
farmer for 42 years.  She farms 600 
acres and runs a 100 cow/calf 
operation in Red Deer County. 

Lynn Dargis proudly states she’s been farming her whole life.  She’s been farming on her own for 12 years in the 
St. Paul/Bonnyville area. She farms over 4000 acres and operates a custom feedlot with 2000 head of cattle. 

Holly White lives in Rolling Hills and was recently 
appointed as a Director to the Alberta Canola Producers 
Commission Board. A professional agronomist and crop 
advisory, she was raised on a farm in Saskatchewan and 
farms 2300 acres of land with her husband. 

A2 High River Emotional Safe Spot Program 
When someone is emotionally distressed in a rural community reaching out for help can be hard.  Shame and not knowing where 
to get help are just two barriers. The High River Emotional Safe Spot Program is trying to overcome these obstacles.  Program 
directors are training individuals and organizations in the community to listen and help navigate people toward the help they 
need. Orange Dots placed in windows show the public where the trained listeners are. 

This presentation looks at the origin of this program, the steps involved in its implementation and the outcomes.  

Presenters: 

Kalie Mosig is a Resource Coordinator for the 
Town of High River FCSS. In her role she 
combines her educational background of health 
research with front line skills to best support 
emerging needs of the community. 

Fawna Bews is the Strategic Lead for the High River 

Community Capacity Project.  With a background in 

trauma care and mental health she has a passion 

for community and healthy relationships as 

protective factors against the inherent rigors of 

human life. 

A3 Building a Community through Animal Therapy at Medicine Hat College 
Studies have shown that interaction with a therapy team yields many benefits. The focus of the presentation will be on how 
animal therapy has decreased stress, and strengthened connection and community with a college student population. The 
mechanics involved in registering an animal therapy team, as well as benefits to other populations will be included in the 
presentation.  

Presenter: 

Landyce Areshenkoff holds a Masters of Social Work from the University of North Dakota, and a Bachelor of 
Health Science in Addictions Counselling from Medicine Hat College/University of Lethbridge. In her role as 
Mental Health Programmer at MHC, she works to support students to increase mental wellness by increasing 
connections with others. She is part of a registered therapy dog team that regularly interacts with the campus 
community. 



7:30 am  Registration Desk Open 

8:00 am  Opening Remarks 

8:15am  Chancellor Charles Weaselhead 

Indigenous Mental Health Moving Forward 

In February 2019 Charles Weaselhead became the 14th Chancellor of the 
University of Lethbridge and first Indigenous person to hold that position in the 
school’s 52-year history.   

Chancellor Weaselhead is a residential school survivor, former chief of the 
Blood Nation and Grand Chief of the Treaty #7 Blackfoot Confederacy in whose 
territory the university is situated. 

Since the early 1980’s Charles Weaselhead has worked hard to improve 
education, economic development, social and environmental issues as key 
determinants of Indigenous health. 

Given the population of Indigenous youth is growing fast, Chancellor 
Weaselhead will share his thoughts and insights into the work that has been 
done and offer guidance into helping move Indigenous mental health forward. 

About Chancellor Weaselhead: 

Chancellor Weaselhead has worked with every level of government in championing his vision of a reconciled 
community.  Included in this is being a signatory to the Alberta Protocol Agreement on Government-to-Government 
Relations and the Memorandum of Understanding on First Nations Education. 

In his work he is known for being a determined leader who works by fostering understanding between cultures and 
building relationships to help social issues facing Indigenous people.   

10:15 am Refreshment Break 

Enjoy coffee, tea, yummy snacks, and take the opportunity to network with your peers. 
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Sponsor Spotlight 
From the beginning, the Medicine Hat College has 
been a major supporter of the Rural Mental Health 
Conference, contributing $10,000 per year to the 
development of the event. Various staff members sit 
on the Planning Committee, further showing the 
commitment to addressing the mental health needs 
of those living in rural Alberta. 
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12:00 pm Lunch Break 

Time to recharge your battery with a great meal and great conversations with other delegates. 

B1 Answers to Your Questions about ADHD 
This presentation aims to answer some universal questions about ADHD as well as some you may want to bring to the session. 
Included will be:  

Is ADHD a mental illness or is it a learning disability?  What is the incidence of ADHD in young people? What are the types of 
ADHD?  Is ADHD genetic (inherited)? Is there a difference between ADHD in girls and boys, women and men? Can people outgrow 
ADHD? What impact does ADHD have on family/social/work life and on health/longevity?  What makes ADHD symptoms worse?  
What reduces symptoms/helps people with ADHD perform better?  What happens if you don’t treat ADHD? As a child/teen/
adult? 

Presenter: 

Melanie Reed-Zukowski is a registered psychologist with over 30 years of experience working in the school 
system assessing students with various challenges.  She has specialized training in ADHD, violence threat/risk 
assessment, crisis response and developmental trauma. 

She operates a private practice and is currently a Ph.D. candidate with Walden University in Forensic Psychology 
with a specialization in Crisis Management Leadership. 

B2 Curious About E-Cigarettes and Vaping? 
Less than 2 years ago, the vaping industry was introduced to Canada based on the belief by policy-makers and public health 
experts that e-cigarettes were safer than combustible cigarettes and would help smokers kick their habit. That’s not what 
happened.  Instead it spawned a whole new generation of young nicotine users and pulmonary related illnesses. 

Find out more about the distinctive characteristics of e-cigarettes, their appeal to young people, the role of Big Tobacco, together 
with what actions are being considered to remedy the situation in this presentation. 

Presenter: 

 

B3 Grief, Loss and Depression in Seniors 
For most seniors, aging is accompanied by many losses:  of significant others, of relationships, of valued roles in their own lives 
and communities, and of health and capabilities.  These losses and the subsequent grief can sometimes lead to depression.  We 
will identify signs of depression and various risk factors for our elderly clients, and review diagnosis, common therapy and 
treatment options, and the need for ongoing assessment. Finally, we will discuss the role of health care staff in the recognition 
and treatment of depression in the elderly. 

Presenters: 

 
Originally from Northern Ontario, Lois moved to the 
prairies in 1974 and never left.  She received her BA 
and BEd from Queen's University, and her LPN from 
SIAST in Regina; she later earned certificates in 
Adult and Continuing Education and in Teaching 
English as a Second Language.  Although she 
officially retired from The Bethany Group in 2015, 
Lois still enjoys being involved in education on a 
casual basis.  

Allison Hickey is an Addictions Counsellor with AHS-Addiction & Mental Health, who has 
worked in Brooks for the past 17 years. She is a graduate of the University of Lethbridge 
Addictions Counselling program. As part of her work, Allison has been active in in community 
development activities that focus’ on addiction prevention and has a keen interest in following 
latest addiction research and trends. 

Lauren Hoyme is an LPN with 17 
years’ experience mainly focusing on 
orthopedics and rehabilitation in the 
elderly.  She is an educator on the 
Outreach P.I.E.C.E.S team and 
teaches various dementia care 
modules via outreach education.  



One Good Reason:  
A Story of Addiction,  

Recovery, Music  
and Love 

$30 

Questions?  Visit www.rmhconference.ca or email ltiffin@brooks.ca 

Heritage Inn & Convention Centre 
Wednesday, April 29th at 7:00pm 

Tickets available at: Newfie Mini Mart, Eventbrite, Brooks City Hall 
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1:00 pm  Kitchen Table Conversation 

Agriculture and Mental Health: Rebuilding after the Worst Happens 

It's a story of struggle and today triumph over adversity through the power of community. 

In September 2016, one cow, exported to the US from Brad Osadczuk’s ranch 50 km NE of Brooks, tested positive for 
bovine TB. As a reportable disease, and subject to a mandatory eradication program, the discovery triggered a Canadian 
Food Inspection Agency investigation that began in October 2016 and extended until February 2017. 

Animals from over 30 ranches between Alberta and Saskatchewan were quarantined.  During the quarantine producers 
were unable to sell their cattle, and with no money to feed them, or ability to replace what they lost, ranchers were 
fearful that their livelihoods would be lost forever. In the end, the investigation saw 11,500 cattle destroyed with only 
six found to be infected; at an overall cost to the federal and provincial governments of $54 million. 

This keynote address looks at how the tragedy unfolded, how the community came together to deal with the situation 
and how today people are rebuilding their lives. 

Together in this conversation, Roberta Rogers will lead Jeff and Brad in a conversation about what actions they and 

others took to deal with and overcome the trauma associated with a significant disruption to their lives and well-being. 

Kitchen Table Guests: 

Brad Osadczuk is a 3rd generation rancher from Jenner, Alberta.  He and his family operate a 
cow/calf operation consisting of a Red Angus/Simmental cow herd. Off the ranch Brad is 
engaged with the community and cattle industry.  He is an advisory counselor for Special 
Area Number 2 and sits on the Ag Service Board.  He is director for two community pastures 
and sits on the Bow Slope Shipping Board.  Finally, he is a member of the Alberta Beef 
Producers Board and has recently been elected to serve as a director on the Canadian 
Cattleman’s Association.  

 

Jeff Lewandoski has ranched in Jenner all his life. He too is a 3rd generation rancher and prior 
to losing all his animals due to the TB discovery, Jeff had spent 30 years building what he 
said was a prize herd.  The day he found out his herd was going to be destroyed he said it 
felt like a building had fallen on him. 

He has always been involved on boards and activities within his community.  One of these 
activities has included being the fire chief in the Jenner community for nine years. Through 
his training in that role Jeff has come to recognize the trauma associated with major events.  

2:30 pm  Refreshment Break 

Enjoy coffee, tea, light snacks, and take the opportunity to network with your peers. Then, find 

your way to your next breakout session! 
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4:15 pm  Wrap Up - Day 2 

C1 Helping Indigenous Youth Reach for the Stars 
This presentation connects past, present and future for those Native youth struggling to find a place in our complex modern 
society.  

Rob Cardinal, a survivor of the “Sixties Scoop”, and member of Siksika Nation, tells his story of how he managed to battle 
teenage poverty, depression and addiction to become a recognized astronomer and astrophysicist. He highlights how mentors 
and encouragement helped him achieve his potential.  He also provides information about the efforts he is undertaking with 
others to help today’s Native youth achieve theirs.   

These efforts are aimed at exposing Aboriginal youth of all ages to telescopes, astronomy, and the wonders that fill the sky for 
the purpose of stimulating their desire to learn about science and technology, while also learning their cultural traditions and 
Indigenous knowledge about the sky.  

Presenter: 
Rob Cardinal is an astrophysicist, member of the Siksika First Nations and founder and Executive Director of 
First Light Initiative. This initiative advocates for and contributes to building telescopes and their supports in 
Indigenous communities and is part of IndigeSTEAM. He works as the STEM Coordinator with the Siksika Board 
of Education and previously as a research associate at the University of Calgary specializing in writing massively 
parallel asteroid search software. He has two comets and an asteroid named after him.   

C2 When We’re in Trouble We Call 911… But Who Does 911 Call? 
Working as a firefighter, EMS or call dispatch can produce psychological injuries to those practicing in those areas. In 2018 the 
Alberta Critical Incident Provincial Network (ACIPN) established an educated, supervised peer support network to help individuals, 
and first responder groups throughout the province.  The network operates according to an internationally evidence-based model 
known as the International Critical Incident Stress Foundation (ICISF) Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM) model of peer 
support.  

This presentation looks at the six core components of the ICISF-CISM model including pre-incident resiliency training in order to 
reduce/prevent occupational stress injuries.  It outlines training opportunities for first responder groups to become better 
equipped in dealing with the aftermath of working with critical incidents. Peer support, which involves having someone working in 
the same profession, assist when “one of their own” needs help wherever they are in the province, has particular value to 
volunteer first responders working in rural areas of Alberta. 

Presenter: 

Jeff Sych is a registered psychologist who has dedicated his private practice to the wellbeing and recovery of first 
responders. He is trained in the assessment and evidence-based treatment of mental health conditions that arise 
from first responder service but prefers to present on building resistance and resilience so that first responders 
stay psychologically healthy and put him out of business by not needing his services any longer. 

Over the past 2 years Jeff has trained over 400 front-line firefighters and 40 leaders in emergency services in 
CISM Peer Support.  For all his contributions toward establishing the Alberta Critical Incident Provincial Network 
(ACIPN) Jeff was awarded the ICISF Co-Founder’s Award of Excellence in 2019. 

C3 Growing Up Queer in Rural Alberta 
Growing up queer/transgender is something people just didn’t talk about according to B. Adair, a transgender man, who grew up 
in a rural community of 600 people. Coming out produced fears of losing everything- jobs, family and friends. 

In this presentation, Adair talks about the struggles he encountered growing up and accessing services in rural Alberta.  Today he is 
an educator and mentor for individuals and their parents who are looking for ways to break the isolation faced by those living in 
rural communities. 

Presenter: 

B Adair (He/Him) was raised on a small farm in East Central Alberta. Growing up in a very conservative and 
religious area, B never had the language or knowledge to understand why he always felt out of place.  It wasn’t 
until he was nearly 30 years old that he’d even heard the term transgender.  

Since coming out and beginning his transition, B has founded multiple volunteer organizations including 
Spectrum Alliance Rural Alberta Queer Support.  B is a member of several Provincial Advisory Councils to 
improve the quality and access of healthcare for  all members of the SOGIE community.   
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8:00 am  Opening Remarks 

8:15am  Jacquie Eales 

Family Caregiving: From Private Troubles to Public Action 

Family caregiving is an increasingly common experience with nearly 1 in 2 Canadians 
reporting that they have provided care to someone with an illness, disability or aging-
related need at some point in their lives. Yet many caregivers feel alone in their caring 
journeys, often not even recognizing that they are caregivers. This keynote will draw on 
national data to take family caregiving from private troubles to public action. Descriptions 
of five different family care trajectories across the life course bust the myth that 
caregivers tend to be middle-aged people caring for elderly parents.  

Caregiving impacts caregivers’ health, relationships, employment and financial security in 
the short term, and can have cumulative effects on later health and well-being. 
Governments and the health care system rely heavily on family caregivers, largely 
ignoring their goals, fearful that caregivers might abdicate their caring responsibilities. 
The cliché that it takes a village to raise a child is doubly true in family caregiving. We 
need a village to help with the work, prevent social isolation, and care about each other’s 
wellbeing. This keynote will offer resources and solutions for building capacity among 
caregivers and communities that recognizes the interdependent nature of our lives.  

About Jacquie: 

Jacquie Eales is fascinated by late life families. For over 2 decades as a research manager with Research on Aging, 
Policies and Practice (RAPP) in the Department of Human Ecology at the University of Alberta, Jacquie has bridged 
research, policy and practice to make a meaningful difference in the lives of older adults and family caregivers. She 
brings her passion for enhancing older adults' quality of life to the Board of Directors for the Greater Edmonton 
Foundation (Seniors Housing) and to the Age-Friendly Edmonton Leadership Table.  

10:15 pm Refreshment Break 

Enjoy coffee, tea, healthy snacks, and take the opportunity to collect contact information of your 

peers so you can follow-up after the Conference. 

Sponsor Spotlight 
Real County 105.7, a 
division of Stingray, has 
made a commitment to 
reducing the stigma of 
mental health and 
supporting individuals 
across Canada. 

The Brooks and District Drug Task 
Force is proud to support local 
initiatives that increase 
community capacity, build 
connections, increase resiliency 
and reduce isolation, resulting in 
greater community wellbeing. 
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D1 Building Dementia Friendly/Inclusive Communities - Town of Okotoks Pilot Project 
The Brenda Strafford Foundation embarked on a 2.5 year pilot project to raise awareness of dementia, and build community 
capacity to support individuals to age in place.  The result is a Toolkit/Guide, website (www.dementiafriendlyalberta.ca) and 
eLearning Course developed to assist and encourage other communities to embark on their own Dementia Friendly initiative.  

A review of the toolkit, eLearning Course, and testimonials will show the impact that a grassroots community initiative can have 
when strong partnerships are created with key community champions.  Participants will have the opportunity to experience aging 
first-hand with a simulation activity designed to encourage compassion for those facing aging and cognitive decline.  The goal of 
this session is to have you walk away with a greater sense of what you can do to support those with dementia in your own 
community, organization or social group.   

D2 Battling Loneliness - Panel of Community Projects to Decrease Loneliness in 
Rural Communities 

As human beings we are biologically designed to be nourished by social connections.  One study showed how loneliness has 
similar adverse health effects to smoking 15 cigarettes a day. This presentation highlights two local rural/small urban projects 
that have been designed to reduce isolation and loneliness in two separate populations. 

LINKS Newcomer Services offers a multicultural HIPPY program (Home Instruction for Parents of Preschool Youngsters) and life 
skills program for women new to Canada.  Together the programs are designed to connect women and families with others in 
their cultural and adopted communities. 

Neighbourhood Block Parties is an initiative begun by the local Brooks Radio Station Manager. Changing composition of local 
neighbourhoods resulted in fewer people knowing their neighbours or spending time with each other. John will discuss how he 
set the wheels in motion to not only have a block party in his neighbourhood but start a community wide initiative to form 
healthier neighbourhood communities. 

Presenters: 

Presenter: 

Janette Messer is the Community Programs and Events Manager for the Town of Okotoks and co-chair of the 
Dementia Friendly Communities Coordinating Committee. Involved with the initiative from the beginning, she 
was pleased to collaborate with the Brenda Stafford Foundation throughout project.  

12:00 pm Lunch Break 

Time to fill up before returning home!  

4:15 pm  Wrap Up - Day 3 
Conference wrap up with Chair Roberta Rogers. 

John Petrie recently retired after 24 years as manager of Real Country 105.7 and Boom 101.1 radio 
stations in Brooks. Outside of this he has been active in the community serving as a Grasslands 
School Board trustee and is currently a Brooks City Councilor and active in the Brooks Rotary Club.  

Carol Gil spent 20 years as a manager at a private health clinic in Peru and has been Manager of 
the Brooks Newcomer LINK Services since 2010. She’s passionate about helping others, working 
with School Council, Habitat for Humanity, her church, Brooks Rotary and the local RCMP Safe 
Community Committee. 

Presenter: 

Shauna Pow is a Usui Reiki Master Practitioner and Teacher.  Reiki is a Japanese technique that promotes stress 

reduction and relaxation.  Shauna also is a meditation and mindfulness coach. 

D3 Taking Care of Yourself While Taking Care of Others 
In this session participants will learn how we can feel, absorb and carry around energy that doesn’t belong to us and how it makes 
us stressed, bogged down or depressed. 

This session will explore how caring for/about others influences our feelings, mind and body.  It will teach some basic techniques 
for how to clear and protect personal energy from those of others. 

http://www.dementiafriendlyalberta.ca


Search for “Attendee Hub” or 
“Crowd Compass Attendee Hub” 
in the app store or Google Play.  

Download it! 

Open the app and search for 
our event “Rural Mental 

Health Conference”.   
Download it! 

Start using it to see sessions, 
speakers, other attendees, 

sponsors and more! 


